A program written in JAVA language was developed for the virtual electrochemical measurement of a modified electrode with a finite diffusion thickness, e.g., an electrode coated with polymer film in which functional molecules were dispersed. This program, called ES-2, can simulate cyclic voltammetry and potential-step chronoamperospectrometry by considering the rate of charge injection from the electrode to the functional molecule and the diffusion of charge. The results are shown by a voltammogram (I-V curve), and concentration distribution in the layer at a series of voltages at cyclic voltammogram mode, I-t curve, and time dependence of concentration distribution in the layer at potential step mode and a text of current values, the fraction of the oxidized molecules (R CT ) and parameters used for the simulation in both modes. A dynamic textbook of electrochemistry can be constructed by this program combined with HTML text.
Introduction
The processing capabilities of a personal computer increased by two orders of magnitude in the last decade. Today a personal computer is capable of doing many jobs which could be processed only by a workstation before. Theoretical calculation using a personal computer is widely applied to the analysis of experimental data, e.g., chemical equilibrium, the rate of reaction and molecular orbital calculation.
Functional molecules incorporated into a polymer film coated on an electrode have been investigated during the last twenty years [1] [2] [3] [4] for wide applications such as chemical sensors [5] , electrocatalyses [6] and energy conversion devices [7] . Studies of charge propagation in a polymer membrane are indispensable for developing high-performance devices.
We have made the program, called ES-1, which can simulate an electrochemical behavior using an electrode with a finite diffusion layer under diffusion rate-limiting step considering a catalytic reaction [8] . When the interaction between the electrode and the functional molecule is weak, it is possible that a charge injection from the electrode to the molecule is the rate-determining step. ES-1 cannot simulate electrochemical behavior under such a condition. It is also difficult to solve the differential equation analytically because the ratio of the reduced molecule concentration to the oxidized one differs from that calculated from the Nernst equation.
From an educational point of view, a dynamic textbook can be made by using the program written in JAVA language because JAVA has the advantage of the affinity for HTML. Construction of such a textbook on the internet has a great significance for the application of information technologies (IT) to university education and lifelong education.
In the present paper, electrochemical behavior considering a finite diffusion layer and the reaction rate between the electrode and the functional molecule confined in a polymer membrane was simulated using JAVA lanzCorrespondence to be addressed http://cssjweb.chem.eng.himeji-tech.ac.jp/jcs/content.html guage. A dynamic textbook of electrochemistry was constructed with ES-2 and HTML text.
Method

Theory of an Electrochemical Simulation
The concept of the simulation is shown in Figure 1 . An electrode is coated with a finite polymer layer in which functional molecules are dispersed randomly. The electrode is dipped in an electrolyte solution. Electrochemical measurement is performed by a conventional threeelectrode system. (i) Molar flux in the immediate neighborhood of the electrode First, charge is injected from the electrode to a reduced molecule in the micro-volume (S∆x). The injected charge raises the fraction of the oxidized molecules (R CT ). The concentration of an oxidized molecule in the micro-volume is reduced by diffusion of the molecules or by a catalytic reaction. Total material balance in the micro-volume (S∆x) in contact with the electrode is represented as
where S (cm 2 ) is the area of the electrode, N(x, t) (mol cm -2 s -1 ) is the molar flux of charge (or the oxidized molecules), C ox (x, t) (mol cm -3 ) is the concentration of the oxidized molecule, R A (x, t) (mol cm -3 s -1 ) is the rate of the catalytic reaction.
Assuming that convection flux is negligible, N(∆x, t) is expressed by Fick's law as
A redox reaction between the electrode and the functional molecule is shown by eq. 3
where k 1 (cm s -1 ) and k 2 (cm s -1 ) are the rate constants for the reduction and the oxidation of the functional molecules by the electrode, respectively. These constants can be expressed as functions of electrode potential [9]:
where i 0 ' (Amol -1 cm) is the exchange current density at 1 mol cm -3 , n is the charge number of the electrode reaction, α is the transfer coefficient, E RP (V) is the redox potential of the molecule, and E (V) is the applied potential. A molar flux from the electrode is represented as
where C red (0, t) (mol cm -3 ) is the concentration of the reduced molecules. A finite difference equation is derived from eqs. 1, 2 and 6, and used for the simulation [10].
(ii)Diffusion of charge in the bulk of the polymer layer A diffusion equation in the bulk of the polymer layer is expressed as
A boundary condition at the interface between the polymer layer and the electrolyte solution is represented as
where l is the thickness of the polymer layer.
Implementation
We used a PC-9821 machine (NEC) with Microsoft Windows 2000. Microsoft Visual J++ version 6(SP3) was installed for developing ES-2. However, Windows Foundation Class library (WFC) was not used to keep a platformindependent feature. ES-2 was tested using PC-9821, IBM/AT compatible, and Macintosh with Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator.
Results and Discussion
The Feature of ES-2
The combination of ES-2 and electrochemical text written in HTML is shown in Figure 2 [11]. The parameters used for a simulation are shown in Table 1 . The feature of ES-2 is similar to that of ES-1. ES-2 has only one button in the control panel for simple operation. A text of electrochemistry written in HTML containing ES-2 can be used for a dynamic textbook. ES-2 shows a voltammogram (I-V curve) and concentration distribution at a series of voltages in the layer in CV mode or a currenttime curve and time dependence of concentration distribution in the layer in the potential-step mode (PS mode), and a text of current values, the fraction of the oxidized molecules and parameters used for the simulation. The results in the text area can be copied by using a shortcut key ([Ctrl]+[C]). Table 2 shows the simulation times in various environments.
The Result of the Simulation
The time dependence of the concentration distribution at a potential-step measurement is shown in Figure 3 . The concentration of the oxidized molecule near the electrode increased gradually at i 0 ' = 1.0 10 -3 Amol -1 cm ( Figure  3(a) ) after the potential at which a reduced molecule is oxidized completely under the Nernstian condition was applied, while the curve of the oxidized molecule rose immediately at 1 Amol -1 cm (Figure 3(b) ). 
Conclusion
A virtual electrochemical simulator, called ES-2, written in JAVA language, was developed. ES-2 can simulate potential-step measurement and cyclicvoltammetry under finite conditions by considering the rate of charge injection from the electrode to the functional molecule and the diffusion of charges. The current value at the initial time reduced with decreasing i 0 ' value. 
